Cognitive representation of linear motion: possible direction and gravity effects in judged displacement.
The judged vanishing point of a target undergoing apparent motion in a horizontal, vertical, or oblique direction was examined. In Experiment 1, subjects indicated the vanishing point by positioning a crosshair. Judged vanishing point was displaced forward in the direction of motion, with the magnitude of displacement being largest for horizontal motion, intermediate for oblique motion, and smallest for vertical motion. In addition, the magnitude of displacement increased with faster apparent velocities. In Experiment 2, subjects judged whether a stationary probe presented after the moving target vanished was at the same location where the moving target vanished. Probes were located along the axis of motion, and probes located beyond the vanishing point evidenced a higher probability of a same response than did probes behind the vanishing point. In Experiment 3, subjects judged whether a stationary probe presented after the moving target vanished was located on a straight-line extension of the path of motion of the moving target. Probes below the path of motion evidenced a higher probability of a same response than did probes above the path of motion for horizontal and ascending oblique motion; probes above the path of motion evidenced a higher probability for a same response than did probes below the path of motion for descending oblique motion. Overall, the pattern of results suggests that the magnitude of displacement increases as proximity to a horizontal axis increases, and that in some conditions there may be a component analogous to a gravitational influence incorporated into the mental representation.